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INTRODUCTION

In common language and even in philosophical circles, the terms 

St" person, character, and personality arc greatly confused. Indeed 

there are those who would deny that man is a person properly so- 

called. There are philosophers in our universities vho tabs all the 

meaning and romance 9»t of life by teaching that man is no better 

than an animal subject to the stimuli of his, surroundings or a machine 

linked irresistibly to circumstance.

This latter fact makes it all the more necessary to restate a 

philosophy of person whioh is the inheritance of Soholastic phil

osophy. Our definition of person, based as it is on a strong meta

physical foundation, cannot be weakened by the sundry definitions of 

■the day, Even the man on the street, though he may not be able scien

tifically to formulate his belief, recognizes that person is so-called 

because It is peculiarly the property of a rational being. The basic 

principle of the dignity of person, for even the unlearned, consists 

in the fact that person is an autonomous being.

Recently, modern psychologists have begun to question the claims 

of experimentalists, and to demand recognition of other methods of 

approach to their problems. Thus, several schools of psychology have

arisen. Though differing among themselves as to the nature of person,
*

they all agree that person is not to be explained by experimental 

methods alone. In assuming this attitude, these psychologists are at 

one with our view. Yet, because they treat of man as a "thing" whereas



he is essentially a person, they are deprived of any fundamental prin

ciples that would support a true definition of person.

SwtsQ»ur first chapter will trace the genesis of the metaphysical 

concept of person. It is an indiepenable condition cf any study of 

character or personality to first prove the objectivity of our concept 

of person. For, if there be a weak foundation, the structure built 

upon it will be weak. Further, we maintain that for any development 

of character three conditions must be fulfilled. There must be a 

terminus a quo-person-one who has the innate power to acquire this 

principle of action that we oall character. This presupposes a ter

minus ad quemj that is, it is directed towards some purpose or end— 

the realisation of some Ideal. Any study of character must take into 

account that there is a diversity of faculties in aan, For example, 

thought and will are basic activities of man, but they are not ident

ical, '^'he development of one does not necessarily imply the develop

ment of the other. Our final chapter will bring out the ooncept of 

personality as defined by various neo-scholastic philosophers. It 

will be shown that just as every human being is a person and has a 

definite character, so, too, the person is again unique because of 

personality.

In short, then, the purpose of this essay is to establish once 

again the true conoept of person, to examine the nature of character 

and its relation to person, and analyze philosophically the conoept 

of personality.
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CHAPTER I

Person

In order to properly understand the notion of person, we must 

not be content with explanations that will not be universally applic

able. ft® must not be satisfied with any passing fancy Without definite 

metaphysical principles the study of human life is impossible. Like

wise our foundation must be adequate and in order to b® termed adequate, 

out study must take recourse to rock bottom principles—true meta

physical principles.

There is a science (says Aristotle) which studies 
being inasmuch as it is being, and its essential attributes.
This sc lance is not to be confounded with any of the so- 
called particular sciences, for eaoh of these sciences does 
not consider in general being as such, but outs off a cer
tain part of being, and it is of this part alone that it 
considers the essential attribute; such is the case of the 
mathematical sciences. But since we seek the first prin
ciples of being, and the oauses most elevated, it is evi
dent that there exists necessarily some reality to which 
in virtue of its proper nature these principles and these 
causes appertain. If they, the philosophers who seek the 
elements of whatever is, seek for these same principles, 
the result will necessarily be found to be that the elements 
of whatever is, will be found to be the elements of being, 
not of accidental being, but of being as such, (1)

"All beings have an ideal essence, to which are to be attributed 

their existence, their roality, their laws, their end, their activity." (2)

(1) Joseph T. Casey, Primacy of Metaphysics, The Catholic University 
of Aimerica, 1936, p.78

(2) Franz De Eovre, Catholicism In Education, traa. Jordan, Hew York, 
Benziger Bros., 1934, p. 7S 4-1?
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Metaphysics studies and evidences these basic principles. It deals 

with the ultimate general facts and truths to which real being is 

reducible and in which real being is unified for the adequate grasp 

of the mind. As the term metaphysics implies, this science goes beyond 

(x-t c. r-z ) the physical properties ( rx 0 o ~ deals

with the ultimate foundations of their properties? metaphysics treats 

of that which comes after, or lies beyond, the separate objects grasped 

by the senses and the sciences which treat of suoh objeots, (3) There 

is an interesting legend whioh explains the origin of the term meta- 

physios. It is said that when Androaious of Rhodes collected and edited 

the works of Aristotle, he grouped together Aristotle*s books on the 

natures of things in this visible world and termed them 7~•< 

or studies on material or bodily natures. He placed after these studies, 

and the Greek ward^srameanSs— after,- the studies of Aristotle on the 

nature and properties of reality in its most general aspects as is found 

in non-material being and in non-material modes of being, (4) The 

latter writings for want of an accurately descriptive name, were labeled 

'/"■A xx. £ >"•< •<•(. P * *• 'KJ . so the term metaphysics

came into existence and use*

Wherever reality exists, metaphysics exerts its influence, man 

rises from being to the reasons of being. St, Thomas says, “The in

tellect naturally knows being and whatever essentially belongs to being 

as suoh, and on this cognition, the knowledge of first principles is 

found (5)

(3) Of* Paul Glenn, Ontology, St. Louis, S. Herder Book Co,, 1937, p» 2
(4) Ibid. 2
(5) St. Thomas Aquinas, Suaran Contra Gentiles, English Dominican trans,. 

Burns, Oates & Washbourne",London, 1938, II o. 83
(>'V'*'’»— e>\vo "X C.
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Needless to say, our study is a rational onej senslsa is ruled 

out. Only intelligence enables us to rise from sense findings and 

arrive at abstraot notions such as substance, subsistence, and so 

forth, that enter into our oonoept of person.

Adopting the standpoint of intelligibility of being we will be 

led to a concept of essencej in turn, taking the standpoint of exis

tence, we will be led to the oonoept of substanoei finally, ©entering 

our attention on the viewpoint of notion, we will be led to a oonoept 

of nature. (6) Our plan will., follow this triad ism of essence, sub

stance, and nature. Thus will we graduily and progressively arrive 

at the object of our questi that is, the concept of parson.

The essence of a thing is that whioh sakes the thing what it 

is, constitutes it in basic reality, establishes it as a definitely 

specific kind of thing. (7) “The essence is signified by the defini

tion since a definition tells us what a thing is.* (8) If a reality 

is composed of distinct constituent parte, the enumeration of these 

parts defines the physical essence of the reality, the concrete essence. 

Thus body and rational soul defines the ooncrete essence of ma. If 

we consider an essenoe in the fundamental realities which explain it 

to the understanding mind, the enumeration of these real aspects of 

the essenoe defines the abstraot or metaphysioal essence. If the 

intellect looks upon the reality in itself, it is the essence that it 

is conceived as the ultimate principle of being, Essence expresses 

those notes that are logically primordial and fundamental,

(6) Cf. Jacques Ikrit&in, Introduction to Philosophy, trans., Watkin,
New York, Longmans, Green & jo.’,' 1930, p, '2'if

(7) Cf. Glenn, op. oit,, 95
(8) St. Thomas Aquinas, Quaestlones Disputatae De Potentia Del, English

Dominican trans,, Burns, dates'&’^ashVourne, LTD,, London/1958,

Q. 9, 1
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Considered from the static point of view, a being, in so far as it 

is, is an essence. Essence expresses whRt a thing is primarily, (9)

The metaphysical essence expresses reality in man, and is no mere 

mental figment. If there were no essence, knowledge would be imposs

ible, For when we know an object, there is a re-presence of the essence 

in the mind.

Let us now turn to the problem of substance. Hero we assume the 

standpoint of existence. The nominal definition of substance revoals 

it to be the support of accidents, to stand under accidents (sub and 

sto). If we experience some bodily reality outside of us, we immedi

ately advert to the fact that it is somethingf that is, let us sty 

white or black, or with a certain form, hardness, movement, etc. ¥7e 

begin to distinguish between qualities or phenomena whioh come and go, 

and the subject that remains during these changes. This abiding real

ity we shall see is the substance while the various qualities are 

accidents. Thus we see that an accident is regularly unsuited for 

existence itself or by itself, but is fitted to be a mark, modification, 

characteristic, or qualifier of something else. This ‘something else* 

will always be, proximately or ultimately a substance. We may define
* it

substance as "a reality which is fitted for existenee itself (or in 

itself, or by itself) end wh=4eit-does not require scene other thing in 

whioh it is to have being as a mark, modifier, qualification or charac

teristic. * (10) The essential point about a substance Is that it is

existible per se.

*

(9) Cf. J. Donat, S. J,t Ontologla, ed. 4, vol, 3, Oeniponte
(Innsbruck), Typis et’^uraptiSus FolloianJ Hquoh, 1921, p. 151

(10) Glenn, op. cit., 220
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Indeed JSeroier says that "the substance of a being is the collection 

of those notes which are so necessary to the individual that were all 

or any/^of them absent, the individual would not be able to exist," (11)

Of course, it is e feet that we oom to know the existence and nature 

of substance through aaoidents,

In contradistinction to our notion is the false doctrine of Hume. (12) 

He maintained that the idea of substance is nothing more than a 

collection of sisals qualities unified by the Imagination and assigned 

a particular name. Also in opposition to our notion of substance is 

the Kantian doctrine that the idea of substance is innate, eubjeotlve, 

a priori. According to Kant the phenomena perceived by the senses 

are Joined together under the concept of substance. Our concept of 

substance must not be thought of as an inert substratum underlying
XOtf ,e

accidental features and activities. Boo Gaetee thought substance to .
Scni-fes

be an inert substrate. Bee-Gartea defined substance as self-existent

reality, and thus made God the only true substance. Substance is not 

inert though we study it under static aspects. Again substance is 

not defined by its activity for a substance as active is called a 

nature, Leibnitt confused substance with nature. Spinosa made 

substance an uncaused being and thereby fell into pantheism. (13)

Now that we have given a definition of substance, we may atat 

inquire into the origin of this concept. As previously stated, ex

ternal experience furnishes us with a basis for forming our concept.

We notice a subject remaining while its qualities are changing—again
terns! .

by external experience, the notion of substance is oonoeived.

(11) A Manual of Modern Scholastic Philosophy, trans., Parker, ed. 2, 
voi. I, ’London," ifegan,” 'Paul, trench, 'Trubner & Co., LTD., 1914, p. 483

(12) Cf. Donat, Op. Cit., 159 ( St- /..►n, a
(13) Cf. Glenn, Op. Cit,, 236
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For we ourselves know that our thoughts are continually changing, our 

attitudes differing from time to time, yet we are aware that we our

selves remain as the subjeots,

ISe form a second notion of substance as a being in itself, by 

itself, or a being which does not need a subject in which to inhere as 

an accident, (14) Our first apprehension of this not© comes when we 

apprehend ourselves as beings that stand in themselvos. Since we can

not imagine hew qualities can exist in themselves, we assert that there 

1b some substrate supporting them, This substrate i3 called substance. 

Numerous examples can bo given of substances—gold, silver, coal, man,
<stt if-lte-ly

angel, God, Shape, size, position, however, exist in/things-er in sub

stances. Following Aristotle, we cell these modifications accidents, (lb)

The question is brought up as to the validity of our concept of 

substance. Do substances really exist? In our proof it must be kept, 

in mind that it is not essential for substance to possess acoidents.

As long as a being exists in itself and not in another, it must be

termed a substance.

Our first argument is based on reality and the concept of substance 

just given. (16) Wo must admit the existence of actual beings, With

out doubt we gain percepts of bodies and various events outs&e of our- 

selves. To deny the existence of actual beings is to asset their exis

tence. If we were to deny our own existence, we would prove it, for it 

is impossible to make a denial if one does not exist. So we can con

clude that aotual beings exist. Therefore, if actual beings exist, they 

must exist in themselves (a substance) or not in themselves.

Of. Donat, op. cit,, 159
Of, Chas, C, Hiltner, C.S.C,, and Daniel C. 0*Grady, Introduction 
to Metaphysics, New York, L&ol&llaa Co,, 1930, p. 14?
C'C, Gelestine "N, Bittle, 0,M. Cap,, The Domain of Being, New York, 
Bruce Publishing Co., 1939, p, 254

(16)
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If the first alternative is admitted, we have settled the question. 

Those who deny the existence of substance and asset that whatever 

exists exists in another inadvertedly posit the idea of substaaoe. 

Since to exist in the other, they must necessarily posit the other 

which is a substance.

There are sone who would maintain that every accident exists in 

another, the seoond accident in a third, etc, (17) This would give 

us a series of supporting accidents. If this series is finite, there 

must be a last one having no othor in which to exist, and this last 

ono is a substance. An infinite series is absurd for we can show that

an infinite series must exist in itself or in another. If such en 

infinite series exists in another, then we have a number greater than 

infinite and this is contradictory, Therefore, substance exists.

In any case, it is not just a question of number, ultimately anything 

oannot exist in something else.

Our second argument is based on the conscious Ego sad tho concept 

of substaaoe. (18) We can conceive of substanoe as our own v.hioh we 

call the Ego. Everyone can distinguish between the abiding Ego and 

its accidents, such as ideas. It is evident that there are modifica

tions which affect and inhere in the Ego. (19) It is evident that 

our Ego is the permanent subject of our willing, thinking, walking, 

resting, eto., in a word, of all our modifications, both bodily and 

mental. (20) he know that the Ego is not an act or a state or a 

modification of some other underlying subject.

(17) Of. Bittle, op. oit., 255
(18) Cf. Ibid. 255
(19) Cf, Donat, op. oit., 161
(20) Cf. Bittle, op. oit., 256
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Goer could anything but an abiding subatano© go throu$i th® process 

of reasoning, judging, etc.? How oould on© think? The Ego is tbs 

ultimate reality and it has no other to exist ia» bay and all actions 

of ours are referred to the &go as its possessor beoaus® we experience 

nothing that oould be designated as the ulterior possessor of the Ego. 

Bonce it follows that the Ego is a being existing in itself and not 

in another. Thus substance exists, for the Ego is befitting our 

definition of substance.

Thus we conclude that the Ego is a real substanoe, and we can 

cross over to the extra-mental field and oonoludo that there are subjects 

for tho varied «ad multiplicity of changes in the world about us. There 

can be no extension without something extended} there can be no result 

of action, if thero be no actor ;; there can be no squareness or round

ness without there being bob®thing square or swacthing roundj there - 

cm be no motion without there being something nerving} there can be 

no heaviness without there being sot©thing heavy. Thee® qualities 

are phenomena, but the so ©thing qualified must be a substance. This 

is a legitimate conclusion based on our internal experience sad carried 

over to the extra-mental field. A word must be said about the predica

tion of substance to God,

l?hen, therefore, we apply the terminology which belongs 
in strictest sense to creatures only, it is inevitable that 
we should attribute to the Infinite Being tho xaore perfect, 
and not the less perfect, mode of existence, he say that 
God is a substance. For, while God is not merely fitted 
to exist Himself, but is the Accessary Being which exists 
Itself and of Itself (hence causelessly), we use the tom 
substance as the best we have, and the nearest in meaning, 
to express the Divine mode of existence. (21)

(21) Paul J. Glenn, Theodloy, St. Louis, 8. Herder Book Co., 1939, 
PP« 231-2o2

»
*
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Kow that we have ihowi that substance truly exists, w can 

classify substance under four different headings* (1) pr iiac-ry^-3'' 

secondary j (2) complete and incompletet (3) single and compound, 

and (4) material and non-material. (22)

A primary substance is an existing, individual substmoo, "The 

first substance ) is the individual, which can neither

exist in another nor be predicated of another*" (23) Examples of 

primary substances are tree, oar, Elisabeth, Mary, etc, A secondary 

substance is a substance conceived abstractly and universally by the 

mind. Thus the idea of man is th^ldea of a substantial reality and 

is prodioable of things other than itself. In brief, a primary sub

stance is conorete, individual, actually existing substancej a second

ary substance is the essence of a substantial reality conceived 

universally in the mind,

A primary substance is complete when it is a finished nature, 

not ordinated towards another substance for substantial union. An 

incomplete substance demands & union with a substantial co-principle 

in order to consitute a complete substmoo, As regards incomplete 

substances, they may be incomplete in two ways—in the line of specific 

perfection and in the line of substantiality. (24)

In the line of specifio perfection, a substance is incomplete If 

it can, when alone, perform some but not all the activities proper to 

th@ eenplete substance. For example, the detached human soul cm per

form some functions proper to man (thinking and willing) while other 

operations like nutrition and senae-peroeptian cannot be performed by 

the soul alone*

(22) Cf, Glenn, Ontology, 223
(23) Vnn. Turner, ‘History' of Philosophy. Boston. Ginn St Go,, 1929, p, 133
(24) Cf. Btttle, opc IV, , OT..... *"
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A substance is incomplete in the order of substantiality, when 

it cannot perform any functions of the complete substance alonei but 

must alwasy be united with its substantial co-principle. Suoh are 

primary matter and substantial form which unite to oonsiitite a bodily 

substance.

Our third class of substance embodies the simple and oompound.

A simple substance is not made up of parts5 that is, it is not made 

up of two or more incomplete substances. A plant soul is a simple 

substance though it is inoomplere. Aa angel is a complete and simple 

substance. A oompound substance is made up of two or more incomplete

substenoes. A man composed of body and soul is an example of a oomposedconsisting
substance. "A composite substtnce is a couplet© substanoe/of incomplete 

substantial parts, entitatively distinct among themselves,in suoh

manner that their union results in a single, unified nature.* (25)

Every composite substance is, then, a substantial unit.ALastly there 

are material and non-material substances. A material substance is 

either composed of matter or it is dependent upon matter for its 

existenoe end operation. Suoh a substance is a tree, or a life- 

principle of a tree (26). A non-material or spiritual substance is 

neither composed of matter nor is it dependent on matter for its exis

tence and proper operation. The merely simple substance must not be 

confused with the spiritual substance. Every spiritual substance is 

simple but not every simple substance is spiritual. Thus the plent 

life-principle is simple but not spiritual! the soul of men is simple
I

and spiritual,

(25) Bittle, The Domain of Being, 247
(26) Q'. G1 enn, op. cit.,1" i'd:6
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To summarizes By & substance we understand that reality which 

exists in its own right, as it were,** as the old Scholastic definition 

puts It—Substantia eat id quod per se stat, sou id quod existit in se. 

That the concept of substance is objective is demanded by internal and 

external experience no less than by reason itself.

Now to proceed with the second member of the threefold considera

tion of Beingj viz.. Nature, which we shall consider from the viewpoint 

of action. The term Natural is used variously by some writers. Needless 

to say, we do not mean by Nature the totality of all objects in thB 

universe, or the sum of all forces operating in these bodies or objeots.

We are here speaking of that conorete basic reality which must account 

for the operative and dynamic qualities of a reality, whether the reality 

be material or non-material. Our purpose is to arrive at the metaphysical 

basis of nature, and metaphysically speaking we understand nature to be 

the ultimate principle of all operations In an individual being. (27)

The principle of direction, orientation, end activity of a thing sxust 

be fcwnd within the being, it must be intrinsic to the being itself.

We know what a thing is by knowing vhat it doesj we know that it acts 

in accordance with some principle and indeed in accordance with seme 

very definite and constant principle. These activities are determined 

by some thing. Since the being is conorete, an infinite regress back 

to a more and more deeply rooted principle is impossible. There must 

be an ultimate, intrinsic principle of activity. This determining
I

principle is called a nature--the one, single, and ultimate * sub

stantial principle of activity in each and every being.

* (We are using ultimate in a relative sense.)
** (We take for granted all along, however, that all substances depend 

for existence on God, the First Cause.)

(27) Cf. Bittle, op, cit., 214
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For example, the force which sonde & stone flying through the air is 

an extrinsic principle of this ajovewnt in space, let the stone has 

a nature which sen receive and react to this impulse, and this capacity 

for reacting is indwelling in the bodyj it is intrinsic to the body. 

Consider an example from the spiritual realm, Ahat a man can think is 

owing to a nature equipped with power for this operation} tho act 

proceeds from a power or faculty indwelling in the man, or intrinsic 

to his. The nature of a body is thus bound up with the very being of 

the body, (28) It is intrinsic, "Nature est principiura internum 

ultima oporationun, quibus res in suum fine® tendit." (29) By tho 

same token, anlsials act in their own way by instinct—it is their 

nature to do so. Rational beings act in such a manner that instincts 

can bo controlled. It is of man’s nature that he can fully actuate 

his impulses. If there were no intrinsic principle of activity in 

Bisn, then man would not be an efficient cause, Kan would not be re

sponsible} moral codes would bo laeaaingless, and civilization based 

as it is on morality would perish. But since there are effects brought 

about by tian, these effects cannot be attributed to chance. For chance, 

after all, is an unforseec. effect or the name applied to unknown causes. 

It is so clear indeed that things act in aooordan.ee with their in

dividual natures teat we know what to expect from certain being.s in 

certain circumstances. We know that we cannot absolutely predict man’s 

activity because his nature is free,

(28) Of. Paul J. Glenn, Cosmology, St, Louis, B. Herder,Book Co,, 1929, 
p. 293

(29) Gerardus Reser, S.V.B., Metaphysics Generalls, Tochny, Illinois,
Typis Doraus Miseionum Ad "St. LUuriara/.19's'bp,' 160.

aooordan.ee
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To summarize: nature designates a substantial reality considered 

as a principle of action and of rest. Everything that exists, exists 

for an end. Henoe, unconscious bodies tend toward their end by their 

nature. It is dear then that the nature of a body is the very eseenoe 

of the body considered as a source of activity. The same holds true 

for a spiritual entity of the substantial order.

Ao previously remarked, a consideration of reality brings us faoe 

to fact with three closely allied concepts/ vis., essence, substance, 

and nature. (50) In so far as their reality is concerned, substance, 

nature, and essence are identical, yet the three are nevertheless con

ceptually distinct. "Essentia est princi^aa quo res ost id quod estj 

substantia aatem quatenus oelstit in se et non in alio." (31) "Nature 

est prinoipiua laotus ©t quietis in eo in quo est, prime et per se, et 

non secundum aooidene." (32) In short, substance expresses the mode • 

of existing in itself and is opposed to being in another/ essence ex

presses what a thing is primarily/ substance, injs© far as it is a 

principle of notion, is a nature. Thus in the concrete when we use the

term nature, we add to the substantia prima the dynamic note/ sub

stance refers to existence, nature to action.

Needless to say, the discuscion that has gone beforehand is a 

development of whet common sense indicates about an introduction to 

the concept of person. It is necessary to include all these basic 

elements that can be disoemed in person. The Latin word person was 

originally used to denote the mask worn by an actor, _ _ _ __

(30) Supra 5
(31) ̂ -Adolphe Tanquery* S.S., Synopsis Thoologiae Dog^-ticae, cd. vioeg

iaa terbia, vol. II, Belgium, Disraeli ot Sooii, I&'Sl", p. 342
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Gradually it came to bo applied to the rol® or part the aotor played, 

and finally it came to designate any human individual. She term person 

is not as vague in meaning as are the other terms—substoaoe, essence, 

nature. These latter concepts are more frequently misused in common 

parlance. Although we know the group to whioh the term is applied, 

there aro many false theories as to what basically constitutes person. 

There, therefore, arises the necessity of appealing to mete.rhysics for 

a aound foundation for our definition.

A person is not a mere inorgaulo being, and such realities are

never styled persons J the terra is never used in speakinr of plant life,

and a brute animal is never styled a person. Yet every being above

th® level of a brute is called a person. It logically follows, then, 
lacking

that there must be something^in the inorganic plant and animal realms

sad the presence of something in being above brute life, ’"‘hat, then, 

is tills "something’’, this specific element—lacking in the inorganic 

plant and animal realms—•wherein the person is differentiated? It 

cannot be materiality for God and the spirits are not material beings; 

it cannot be unity, for every being is one; it cannot be more individu

ality for everything, if it ba one thing is an Individualj it cannot 

be simplicity for ss-an is a composite; it cannot be infinite perfection, 

for man is finite; (33) it cannot be substance or esaonoe or nature 

because all individual things possose these modes of reality. Ihere is 

one element w have not considered; namely, tho intellectual. In

tellectuality is cosaon to all—God, man, spirits, and in turn is lack-
*

ing in all things below the level of ma.

(33) Cf. Bittle, Domain of Being, 220
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Boethius gives us the following definition of persons "A person is 

an individual substance of a rational nature.” (34) St. ThoaaB Aquinas
I •' u

adds to th is definition the adjeothe.1 consepts of complete and subsisting 

in itself. (35)

Thus we must explain supposit (hypostasis) and subsistence first 

of all. In this essay we use supposit and hypostasis interchangeably.

Our apology is based on a closer conjunction between the real and 

nominal definition of supposit and hypostasis. Derived from the Greek, 

hypostasis signifies that whioh stands under a being) supposit 

etymologically means to plaoe under. Clearly, then, the substantia 

prime is called an hypostasis, an individual being, whioh expression 

implies self-sufficiency for existence and action. An hypostasis is 

rightly defined as a substance that is singular, complete, self- 

contained. (36) It is oalled a substance because it exists most 

perfect in itself and for itself) it is in no manner in another or 

of another. Aooordingly such a substance is singular for the universal 

as such exists only in the mind, «:hat actually exists is a nature 

individuated by quantified matter. It is oalled a complete substanoe 

because it does not pertain to another nor is it a substantial part csS 

another. By saying that the substanoe Is tota in se (self-contained) 

every other mode is exoluded by which ft singiar oomplete substance 

oan be in another. (37)

(34) R. p. Phillips, ypdorn Thoralstlc Philosophy, Vol, II, London, Bums, 
(kites, A naehbourne, 1/PD., 1933, p. 214 I

(35) Cf. Sister Mary Joan of Arc, Problem of Solidarlsn in St. Thomas, 
Washington, D. C., The Catholic 'iWv'ersi’iy of America, 1936, p', 88

(36) Cf. Donat, OutolCgla, 163
(37) (The meaning of hypo’atusis is made t ore clear by adverting to the 

foot that the Human nature of Christ is not a supposit or hypostasis.
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Therefor®, we have rightly defined hypostasis beoause we have shown 

that aooidents belong to their substance and inhere in it. They do not 

exist completely in themselves. Universal substances are coraraunioated 

to and predicated of the individual substances} substantial parts belong 

to the whole of which they are parts sad so do not exist ocaapletely 

in themselves. (38) -An individual concrete substance exists completely

in itself, lienee, it is by nature incommunicable to any other being; 

it does not belong to mother. It is the whole containing all the 

parts. It is the ultimate reality to which all functions, powers, and 

perfections of that being are referred. The individual is its own 

possessor. In a word, It is the individual who acts in his own right.

An hypostasis, then, is nothing but a substance considered as sui juris,

so self-contained that it ooanot be united substantially to any other 

substanoe. (39) It follows then that an hypostasis is in itself of . 

the highest grade for it does not inhere in another, nor is it part of 

another, nor is it communioabl© as a universal substance is, nor does 

it subsist in another supposit, Now what in last analysis makes an 

hypostasis to be an hypostasis?

This question leads us to the concept of subsistence. Subsistence 

is Wat perfection by which an individual and actual substance stands, 

so to speak, ready to function as a rounded nature, as en hypostasis. 

That substance which has its own autonomy or way of acting has sub

sistence.

Indeed the Human nature of Christ is a complete, singular substance 
but it exists in the Divine Word, The concept tota in s© is exoluded 
because the Human nature of Christ is assumed by a higher hypostasis 
that is Divine. Cf. Do Potentia, Q. 9, a.2 ad. 13.)
(38) Cf. Bittle, op. oit., 266
(39) Cf. Esser, Ketaphysioa Generalis, 155
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Somotiros tho term hypostasis and cubsiatone© are used interchangeably, 

but a distinction must be strictly held. Subsistence is that objective 

reason by whioh substance becomes tot®, in se and utterly incommunicable 

to another supposit. Esser states: "Subsistentia est actus substan- 

tialis ultimas reddens substantiam inoomunicabilem alter!.” (40) The 

most perfect, thoroughly fitted, substance is called hypostasis and the 

formal reason by which a substance is an hypostasis, is its subsistence, (41)

What then must a reality have to be sub cist mt? We enswer that 

it must be a substance an individual substance, a complete substance, 

an autonomous substance. 3t. Thoms brings out the distinction when 

he says:

Alt^hough nothing subsists but the individual substanoo *hioh 
is^a hypostasis, it is not said to subsist for the same 
reanor^it is said to substand: it is said to subsist as not 
oxisting in another, and to substand inasmuch as other things 
are in it. Sense, if there were a substance that exists by - 
itself without being the subject of an acoident, it (Sou Id be 
called a subsistence, but not a substance." (42)

This distinction then between substance and subsistence is seen to 

be a logical distinction with & foundation in reality. 'While we are 

aware that in the natural order this foundation is imperfect, yet in 

any oreated substance two positive aspects can be distinguished by 

reason: Under one aspect, the reality of a oreated substance ban be 

considered as the subject and principle of operation, sad of its pro

perties i it is that whioh exists in itself and in whioh accidents 

inherej under the saond aspeot, substance is a supposit which is

actually whole in itself and whioh tends toward no substantial union
♦

with another,

N&T fip; m;; we-------------------
(41) (The two great ayateriee of Faithj namely, that there are two

natures in one Christ, and three Divine Persons in me substance, 
warn us that a distinction must be made between substance and 
hypostasis, Cf, Donat, op. oit., 162)

(42) St. Thomas Aquinas, Queestiones Disputatae De Potentla Dei, Q. 9 
a. 1, ad. 4
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Clearly the concept of a principle of operation that demands existence 

in itself, end the concept of a reality as being altogether complete 

are formally distinct. It is possible to show and explain one without

the other, »

Actual subsistence is imperfect if the being subsists in itself, 

and yet is ordained for union with another co-principle. Such is the

human soul. If the substance oan subsist in itself and if it be not

ordained for union with another being, its subsistence is perfect. In 

brief, to be complete in itself, to be self-sufficient, is the formal 

reason of subsistence, and it consists in this—that the hypostasis be 

complete in self, alike for action and existence, and that it has not 

need or possibility of communication. •*

In reality, hypostasis is identical with substance, essence, and 

nature, but the three differ in concept. Hence, we may call a concrete.

Individual being a substance, an essence, a nature, or an hypostasis, 

according as we take different viewpoints in our consideration of the 

concrete reality.

The foregoing analysis, filled though it is with distinctions

and brought through it my seem (superficially viewed) with dlffi-
V

oulties, is utterly necessary for any real solid, and metaphysical 

ooncept of person.

We maintain that when an hypostasis is rational, it is a person.

A person is rightfully an hypostasis because we do not attribute the 

term person to a nature existing in another,

* (Again we note that the human nature of Christ does not have its 
own subsistence. Hence, it is metaphysically possible for a sub
stance to b© without its own proper subsistence.)

*♦ (1. e», in the natural order)
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Sometimes in literature w attribute “person’* to animals, but we under

stand that it is but a figure of speech. Since person is an hypostasis, 

it must be a substaaoe eui jurisj ednoe person is the author of it# 

free notions and the ultimate center of responsibility, it mist be 

rational. St. Thoms, perfecting the doctrine of Boethius, (43) hands 

over to us the notion that person is a substance, individual and rational 

«hioh exists per se, and acts per se so that it is master of its acts 

and incommunicable. (44) The definition of Boethius indded embraced 

all these notes ia^plioitly, but it was necessary to declare them ex

plicitly. Thue in the mind of St. Thoms, a person is a "substantia, 

singularis et complete, aui juris}©t intelleotu praedita." (45)

Person is a singular substance because it is an individual as is my 

other supposit/ person is a con^lete substance because it doss not need 

to be united to another substanoe for its completely rounded naturej 

person is sui juris for its subsists in itself and for itself ineommunle- 

ably. It is the person to whom all operations that it elicits are 

referable; it is the principle that acts and to whom all actions are 

ultimately attributed. The concept of rationality is the specific 

difference by which person is differentiated from all other supposits. 

Thue every person is in the first place an individual, but also nuoh 

more than an individual. We speak of person only in the case of an 

individual substance considered as possessing a cert in natura/^tlgnity 

of its own. A man, then, is distinguished from individuals of any 

other species by the foot that he is master of his acts.
»■!... I —    ■>,in mi

(43) Cf, Sister Mary Joan of Aro, Problem of Solidarian, in St. Thomas, 
88

(44) Cf. Tanouery, Synopsis Theologlae Dogmatioae, 342
(45) Ibid. 343
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Others are acted on by natural forces. He alone acts in the fullest
wesense of the term. Ultimately we are persons beoau«eAare the works 

ofA$erson«h (46) St, Thomas saysj "Aoeordingly by desorlbing^personj 

as a substance, we exclude accidents from the notion of jpersonjand 

by adding individual we exclude genera sad species in the genus of 

substance, since they cannot be called personsj^and by adding of 

rational nature we exclude iaanlsaate bodies, plants, and dumb animals 

which are not persons." (47) Why should an individual in the genus 

of substance have a special name? The Angelic Doctor replies» "Again 

it is reasonable that among individual substances^ the individual of
I I ♦

rational nature should have a special nane^ecause^it belongs to it 
_______
ftruly"antTipropgrlyf act by itself." (48)

Thue a rational hypostasis is more perfect than an irrational

hypostasis because it is more perfect in itself and acts for iteelf. (49) 

A person is master of its w® acts and is not necessitated as is an 

animal, A person is not an instrument of others as is an animal.

A person is & proximate end in itself. Still further, a person alone 

is subject to moral law and giins perfect liberty under reasonable 

law. Yet animals are freed only by serving others. The person exoels 

other supposits because of rationality. The superior properties 

proceed from its rational nature and establish its dignity. We must 

keep in mind that these properties do not constitute the anal essence, 

but that the essence is perfected by thorn.

(46) Cf, Etienne Gilson, The Spirit of libdieval Philosophy, trans,.
Downs, Hew York, Chas. Scribners 'Sons, ’•'P3C, p.fCS

(47) St, Thomas Aquinas, op. clt,, Q. 9, a. 2
(48) Ibid.
(49) Cf. Donat, Oatologin, 16S
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A eumsaary of these properties will be given. (60) Firstly, only a 

person is oonsoious of its own unity and distinction from all other 

things. Secondly, person alone cen fully determine its own acts by 

exorcising power over its faculties. Irrational beings react to im

pressions from without by necessity, The ancient axiom states» "Func

tion follows essence," Thus, in the light of its functions, a rational 

hypostasis is seen to be more perfect in itself than an irrational 

hypostasis; since persons have control over their own notions, they oan 

oontrol themselves and others. In the third plaoe, though irrational 

creatures have an immediate end of their operations, they do not de

termine this end for themselves. Fourthly, since rational beings can 

freely ohoose, they are subject to law end duty.

To put the whole matter in another way, we moot here the oonoept 

of a reality* a rational being—enjoying, first, an utter and ooraplete 

autonomy in its own order and secondly, an unparalleled, oos^lete 

oreatural inoorarauaioabllity. With regard to the inooraraunleability, 

we write a threefold conclusion. The notion of person exoludes 

oosmunioability of universal to inferiors, and also of part to whole. 

Further, it exoludes assumption of inferior by a superior. For a 

development of this note of exolusivenees, we must recall the nature 

of subsistence.

Subsistence is that which makes an hypostasis to be an hypostasis.(51) 

How in a higher order, that which makes a person to be a rational hypos

tasis is a highers type of subsistence* 1'he Human substance (in in-
»

dividual) constituted in its essential structure end road"for its

connatural operadons is an individual human nature.

(50) Cf. Ssaer, Metaphysics, Generalis, 169
(51) Supra 19
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To this individual humtn nature, subsistence adds something real, 

positive, and intrinsic which makes the individual a supposit of the 

rational order, (62) Ihere is, therefor®, a virtual distinction 

between the individual nature and its subsistence, between nature 

and person. For nature, although complete, is not of itself sui juris,

nor is it the center of attrib.ition. Mature is but the principle by 

which one acts while person is the one tho acts and to whom nil nets 

are attributed, (53)

It is th.® human composite resulting from the union of body and 

soul whom we call the person. This individual can be considered 

under different aspects. That according to which he is patterned, so 

to speak, is th® assenoej that according to which ha is made as an 

acting, subsisting being is his nature) that which makes him one, 

rational supposit is his person, end the person is not the soul alone 

nor the body aim®, for the composite is the result of the union of 

body end soul. Let us oonolue by making certain deduct ions from this 

concept of person. A person is a free agent, master of his own actions, 

end is thus morally responsible. He is the sol© material being that 

is conscious of individuality. St. Thoms explained: in a moreJ*
special and perfect way, the particular and the individual are found 

in the rational substances which have dominion over their own notions 

end whioh ers not only made to act;like others', but which can act of 

themselves) for actions belong to singulars,** (54) That which hypos* 

tasls signifies in the whole genus of substance, person, considered 

in the absolute, signifies in the genus of rational substances, (55)

(52) Cf, Glenn, Ontology, 240
(53 J Cf, Tanquery, op. eit., 242
(54) St, Thomas- Aquinas, I Q, 28, &,1, o
(55J Cf, Mercier, A Manual of Modern Scholastic Philosophy, 484

\y
 -

L
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A person has the physical ability of acting for himself and of using 

his pwers consciously for his own ends* A person may dispose of 

himself in any way not forbidden by God* (56) A person is by nature 

not subordinated to the individual interests of others but has by 

nature all irrational things subordinate to himself, Because a person 

is a supposit, he Is one, sui juris, end can never be repeated. As 

St, Thomas stated: " Inasmuch as person adds nothing but the rational

nature to the hypostasis, it follows that hypostasis and person are 

absolutely the same in rational nature} thus^ seeing that man adds 

rational to animal, it follows that a rational animal is a man," (57)

To be oneself, to have a being all one’s own, to be self-master, and

in no way under the dominion of another, and to be cn independent

whole and not a part, is to be a person. This is why St. Thomas said

that person signifies that vhioh is must perfect in the whole of nature, (58)

It is right here that we can appreciate the place of eminence accorded

to man in the visible universe. Truly he Is, in a secondary sense,

the lord and master of creation. How inept, and at the same time tragic,

is any ooncept of person which essentially fora our concept outlined

above.

Let us briefly examine and criticise a few examples of erroneous 

views in the matter. All these false theories take rise from a false 

concept of substance or a denial of substance. W® can, therefore, 

classify them easily. Descartes (1596-1650) disrupted philosophy 

by postulating an antithesis between mind sad matter.

(56) Cf. Francis P. LeBuffe, S.J., and Jae. V. Eeyes, Jurisprudence, 
cd. 3, Sew York, Fordham university Press, 1938, p," 'lS9

(57) Stv—Themes Aquinas, Quaeetiones Disputata® De Potent is. Dei, Q« 9, 
a,l, ad, 1

(88) Cf, St. Thoms Aquinas, I Q, 29, a. 3 corpus
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Becf-.use Descartes defined substance as that -.'diioh cen subsist solely

by itself, God wb xaade the only substance, (69) As a result there

could be no human person, Consciousness alone would constitute the 
\\ zz

person. Splnosa (1652-1677) a contemporary of Descartes, likewise

formulated a false theory of eubetance. for Spiuoan, substance is

the necessary reality: everything in the universe is one and identical:

the one substance is infinite: mind and wetter were merged into the

infinite substance and pantheism ms the result, Sninota’s concept

of reality as all-embracing whole inspired the philosophy of the

monistic idealists of the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuriec.

Accordingly, concrete individual things, including person, are but

attributes of the Divine substance, Hume (1711-1776) denied the

existence of all substances, Material rad spiritual: hence, there is

no foundation for porson. Look© (1652-1704) reaches that person is

constituted by consciousness of the past, With Sent (1724-1304) w

meet the German philosophy of Idealism that mutilated the concept of

ma. True it was that great emphasis was placed on the "subject"

the "self," hut the organic unity of the concept of person was destroyed, (60)

Granted that erroneous views are not few in number, w should 

note that most philosophers realise the need of striking sons "Hoot 

of unity,"

Doubtless, analytic psychology is inolinod^to carry its 
analyses too far, " says milker, "and in consequence seems 
almost to treat the human wind as if it were a bundle of 
faculties each independent and distinct, dent, for instance, 
in his desire to bring together the transcendental unity of 
apperception and the manifold of sens©, freely multiplied 
human powers of knowing, and marked off the function of 
inner and outer sense, of imagination, of undertaking, of 
practical and theoretical reason, and of will with such 
absolute precisian that the unity of man seemed lost in the 
multifarious details of his differences.

(59) Of. Outlines of Christian fhiloophy, Part II, Cosmology, Dayton,
OhioY'W;'Wr6 •Y^vkute,’ p. 107

(60) Cf. pe Hovre, Catholicism in Education. 405
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In contrast with an exaggerated faculty-psychology of this 
kind the stress which is laid on the unitary character of 
human personality in Humanism, in Personal Idealism, and 
more notably still in the psychology of M. Bergson, stands 
out all the mere clearly, audios an antidote, may serve a 
useful purpose* *

As Dr. Schiller remarks, however, ’attempts at unifi
cation are not new,’ There has always been a protest against 
the disintegrating tendencies of Kantian psychology, Kent 
himself suggested that the "two stems of human knowledge, 
sensibility^ and understanding^may perhaps have a common but 
unknown root?” and ^gsl, too, declared that "the chief aim 
of a philosophy of mind can only be to reintroduoe unity of 
idea and of principle into the theory of mind,*,,. Our sense 
of the mind’s living unity Che says) naturally protests 
against soy attempt to break it up into different faculties, 
forces, or what comes to the same thing, activities conceived 
as independent of each other." (61)

For Kant, consciousness constitutes person. However, the concept

of person fared little better with Herbert (1776-1041) who lost sight 

of the autonomy of the person. Hegel (1770-1331) recognised no such 

thing as personality properly so-called, end reoognized only that can 

must be essentially a thinker.

In England absolute idealism was first manifested through the 

poet Coleridge, Thomas Carlyle, and 'J. H. Sterling, In America, this 

monistic thought, detrimental to concept of person, was defended by 

Watson and Harris. The later representatives of monistic philosophy 

wore Josiah Royce (1855-1916) and kiary Whiton Calkins. In philosophy 

of Royce, the ultimate reality is the Absolute Self wherein man plays 

the part of a minor selfj the world is a eonsclous self of which we 

are parts. It is not our purpose here to refute monism, but merely

to note the font from which springs these false theories of person.
♦

The mere rooent monism is for the most part derived from a study of

consciousness.

(6J) Theories of Knowledge, ed. 2, London, Longman’s, Green & Co., 
1910, pp. 186-87 I

* ’
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Regarding Hr. T. H. Green:

The personality of man disappears. In so far as he be cones 
the vehicle of eternal consciousness, he is identical with 
that consciousness,, and his human character is gone. Els 
thoughts and actions are not his at all, but the tnougfos 
and actions-whether true or false, |J©rol or immoral, it 
does not matter—of the Supreme Being who, for a longer or 
shorter time, actuates the so-called organism. And in so 
far as he is not the vehiole of that consciousness, what is 
he? nothing but a conglomeration of relations which have 
no existence of their or of his^but exist merely for some 
other consciousness,.... Jfcn’s body and his consciousness 
or soul in any other theory but Green’* are one being, but 
in Green’s theory they are wholly different and unconnected} 
in so far as things cun be different and unconnected in 
absolutism..,., but his body and his sensations, in so far 
as they are not the instruments or objects of his thoughts— 
and for the ao8t part they are not, e» not hie at all, but 
are merely "names for substantiated relations betwwn pheno
mena, relations to vhioh sn existence on their ov/n account 
is fictitiously asrlbod, but which, in truth, only exist for, 
or through the action of, the unifying and self-distinguish
ing spiritual subject,8 and apparently of any other finite 
self-distinguishing subject which happens momentarily to be 
oonsoious of them. 'A'hus, not only the personality and 
humanity, but el so the unity of man is destroyed, (62)

Hence reality is "in its innermost nature a single individual or person 

which differentiates into the manifold personalities and objeots of the 

world as empirically described.• (63)

To conclude, we will oritioise these false theories of person 

vdthout adverting to their epeoifio originators. Indeed all philoso

phers and psychologists of a phenomenallet trend object to our view 

very strongly. Sone admit the existence of phenomena, but deny; as 

before stated, the objective validity of the concept of substance. 

Logically following their basio assumption, theycan find nothing to 

explain person but his internal states. (64)

62) Walker, op, oit., 282
63) Mary chiton Calkins, Persistent Problem of Philosophy, 411 
,64) Cf. Laser, Mstaphysloa^Oenoralia, 'Ife'S'
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To them person Is actual consciousness, states, or association of the

person, They say that the substance of any being cannot be clearly 

known or that it cannot be known at all, W« do not sey that person 

cannot be suitably described by its operations and by the law of its 

mental life. Again we do not deny that man is a certain unity of ideas, 

of emotions, of operations that can be empirically described. Certainly 

person is this, but this does not explain the ultimate oonsitution of 

person. Their failure lies in their inability to distinguish between 

the ontological and empirical aspect of the Ego, Man is a complete 

substance that exists in himself, Mon can know that he is a subsistent 

person. According to these modern false theories, person con

sists .in self-consciousness. Consequently, if a human being lacks 

consciousness, it is not a person. Human beings, however, are not 

always oonsoious of themselves) e, £., infants, those under the spell - 

of alcohol, etc. This theory would do violence to our concept of 

person. It is certainly false to claim that normal human beings are

are aware and cease to be persons when in any

other condition, furthermore, self-consciousness is an operation, a 

function. According to our opponents, this passing state would con

stitute person because they deny substance. We have already shown 

that substance does exist, We know that underlying all internal states 

there is a substance vhioh possesses these modifications. Hence, this 

theory is false) namely, that consciousness constitutes person.

Some philosophers say that a human being may remain habitually
»

self-consoious and thus remain a person at all times. However, oan an 

unborn child have habitual self-consciousness? Ho one can reasonably 

answer in the affirmative. Habits are acquired and what oan be acquired 

oan be lost.
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Honoe, a person would cease to be a person did he lose this habit# In 

any case, suoh a theory fails to account for the basic foundation of 

person. It must be termed erroneous.

Our concept of person is the only one that can preserve the true

dignity of the person. The false theories, here presented, would if

led to their logical conclusion, strip man of all rights and reduce

him to the level of brute life.

A long way the best plan is to keep to the theory that the 
person of man is the composite nature, body and soul, left 
in its completeness and sui juris) the soul being sub
stantially unchangeable, though variable in its accidental 
states, the body being constantly ohenged as to its con
stituent particles, yet preserving a certain identity, 
describublj? only by reciting what are the facts of waste 
and repair in an organism, fir)

Without a doubt, our insistence that the person is the individual 

composed of body and soul has raised a question in the mind of the 

reader, "How reconcile this Scholastic doctrine of person with the 

immortality which the soul on joy 8 prior to its re-union with the body, 

sinoe we know this to be a personal immortal ityt" (66)

The problem is more apparent than real. In accordance with our

Soholastlo view, we answer that the detaohed soul is not a person for
• m>

it is an incomplete substanoe and demands union with the body to
f

exercise all its powers. So great indeed is the destruction wrought 

by death that but for the highest metaphysical principles, it is to 

all appearances an annihilation of the person. (67)

(65) John Rickaby, S.J., General Metaphysics, od» 3, London, Longmans,
Green, A Co., 1898, p .’ 1........

(66) For a treatment of the Question of Resurrection from the viewpoint 
of reason alone, the reader is referred to a Bachelor’s Thesis,

"What Reason Indicates Regarding a Resurreotlon of the Body” by
Joitn Patrick: 'Miller, Carroll College, Helena, Montana,' 1940

(67) Cf. Ansoar Vonier,0.S.B., The Human Soul, od. 3, London, Buras, O*tes 
& ffashboume, Ltd., 1939, p. 182
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nevertheless la the state of separation, tho soul possesses itself

after the manner of a person since it is a rational nature and is sui 

juris# Indeed the root or basis of person Mist, in the nature of the 

oase, be in the soul# Certainly, it is not in matter; although matter 

is the principle of individuation, the means whereby we distinguish 

one person from another, it is such because it Is itself aado in

dividuating by reason of the form or soul. (68) The root of person 

must be that which oaa apply to God, angels, men# Thus, with spiritual 

beings, matter Is not the root of personality for they have no matter#

Each angi is a person by reason of fora, by reason of specific essence# (69) 

So with man, the proper root of person is the essence, the formal cause 

of his being a specific kind of a realityj 1# e., a person.

63) Cf. Gilson, The Spirit of Eedleval Philosophy, 194 b
69) Cf# Jacques &.rit'ain," ffo'Kolastlcism 'anff Politics, trans,AAdlar,

Hew York, the IMoMllea '<3o#» l&4o, p. 65 ’ ”

J* *•
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CHAPTER II

Character

The word "character" is of Greek derivation, end has a curious 

history. The verb means to make sharp, engrave,

furrow. the noun, has the moaning of stick, post. How, then,

it meant a stiok of wood marked in a certain way, carved in a certain 

characteristic manner, The name character was used for the old Greek 

theatre, being applied to a particular thing, ^he meaning apparently 

widened, coming to connote a reoognizable sign of anything. So as 

time passed, the torn was applied to an actor*s mask. With the oouing 

off Shakespeare, aharacter meant something peculiar to the individual 

and representative of him. (70) Later, in ordinary speech character 

connotes something in a person that is individual, peculiar to him

self, United in tine to himself, and incapable of repetition. Thus 

we see that character is something connected with th© individual man.

To appreciate the character of man, it is necessary to concentrate 

on what he does, We must assume that his aims and ideals will conform 

with his actions. In short, all the factors that go to make up the 

general term "conduct" form the basis of our evaluation of character,

We are not concerned with Involuntary forms of behavior.

(70) Cf. Rudolph Allers, The
Hew York, Sheed ft Ward

g Psychology of Character, trans. Strauss,



It is only when we attempt to distinguish one person from another that 

we are brought feoe to face with character. The behavior of each 

human being is the result of a complex collection of elements or 

habits, principles, mannerisms, etc. Just as outside garments distinguish 

man from man, character distinguishes their behavior. Tho most character 

o® be is a factor of person. Character is indicated by relation of ** 

person to the world, i. e., by his notions. There is strong evidence 

for the view that a man’s actions at any given time ie an expression 

of the whole man, (71) that a single observation should enable us to 

classify the man. An objection might arisen namely, that we are com

pelled to observe some men over a long period of time in order to in

terpret their character, We answer that it is due to a lack of skill 

on our part to deduce at first glanoe what is truly characteristic 

of the man. Yet we oanjftet be too hasty in distinguishing character, 

for any number of individual traits does not constitute character. 

Character is a unity, a whole, and not a mere assemblage. (72)

For character, it is enough to show that it springs from an 

appropriate action. (73) Actions start with the awareness of a 

situation, Knowledge of values is the starting point of all actions.

Every action is meant to realise a state of value higher than the 

state of value in the actual situation. Every higher value oalls us 

to be realised by our actions. There is no one vho doubts that all 

human actions are guided by this principle that the subjectively 

higher value has precedence over the lower.
♦

(71) Cf. Allers, op. oit., 8
(72) Cf, Allerfe/op. oit., 8
(73) Ibid. 8
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Every notion implies a movement or at least the taking up by the Ego 

of a position in relation to the non-ego. Suoh subjective taking up 

of a position as a deeision or an opinion is not without its effects 

on the external world} they are antecedents of note. Insofar as every 

action or disposition causes a change in the world, it becomes a cause 

producing effects and consoquenoes. Ibis aspect of aotion increased 

responsibility because the person is an efficient cause. Furthermore, 

since this responsibility depends on men’s conduct, he assigns himself 

by his acts to a status in society to which he belongs. (74) Kan 

then belongs to the realm of persons, to the family, church, state as 

an intelligent being. Eis position is determined by his actions.

Again we may viow aotion as ooncemed with the subject of responsib

ilities whose manifestations are self-approved or self-condemned.

Now every aotion finds expression in the external world for this ex

pression is an aspect of action that reveals conduct. Still further, 

another aspect of aotion can be termed completion since every aotion 

completes the cycle from the world through the subject and back to the 

world again. Sumarising, every action involves the ego and the non- 

ogoj by aotion man is represented in the oolleotivities of being that 

condition him.

can now present some preliminary notions concerning character. 

These concepts of character are taken from leading Scholastic psycholo

gists. W will conclude this section of the chapter by giving the 

definition of Allers whom we are following more precisely In this essay.

(74) Cf. Allers, op. oit., 23
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Maher has described oharaotor as a "completely fashioned will." (75)

It would be more accurate to say that character is natural temperament 

completely fashioned by the will. Barrett maintains that character 

i a resultant of the combination of our acquired habits grafted on 

to our original disposition, (76) If a man yields to evil inclina

tions and forme bad habits, he becomes a depraved character! if he 

controls his inordinate desires and forms good habits, he fashions an 

upright character» Sow, we maintain that en individual has but on© 

character, so we measure his character on ail occasions by his behavior 

for it dlotates all his actions. Therefore, because man's conduct 

oomes from fixed convictions recognised as basio truths about what 

human conduct should be, character must be a principle of action,

"Character is, accordingly, nothing else but tills general rule of 

principle of behavior! this principle is based on the idea one has of- 

the order of values. We may define character as the oomon principle 

under lying a man's action^ which principle refers to values." (77)

Every law of preference in accordance with which an individual de

termines his course of action is nothing else than ish&t we call his 

’’character." The character of a man, then, is the justification of 

his action, something in the nature of a rule or maxim, (78)

Clearly, them, according to our definition, character is not an 

integral part of the person. Character is revealed by actions, but 

actions are of the supposit or person. Thus person must first be 

understood in order to achieve a more dear idea of character,

(76) Cf, Jas. P. 3arrett, Elements of Psychology, Milwaukee, Bruoe
Publishing Co., 1940, p. 2l4 "... '' '" '.... '

(77) Rudolph Allers, Self Improvement, How York, Benaiger Bros., 1939, 
p. 54

(78) Allers, Psychology of Character, p, 32

(1 S) M ' * ,1 * f " C X at-gc f e *■ d 3 t A o /> e £faeJ'g, V»i.3, p.
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Our first chapter shews whet person is. The new-born child is a 

complete person) he possesses all the capabilities that he ever will 

or can show, Th© original endowment is there, The nature of a human 

individual is fully determined by the soul which develops xaatter into 

a living organism and a reasonable being. (79) Here we invoke the 

principle of act and potency, For example, the person is the aotor 

who fulfills the potentialities inherent in the person. The person 

possesses all the inherent potentialities from the beginaingj a babe 

can walk, can, talk, etc., but these perfections can only appear later. 

These must be present in a latmt state in order to be actualized later, 

Accordingly, we need a strong metaphysical basis for the oanoept of 

character, h® must recognise that ’’individual nature existing in 

reality, including all the aofcual and potential features, is called 

parson.’’ (80) The person is essentially immutable, The potentiali

ties may appear realised or not, but the ultimate substKate, the rational 

supposit Temins tho 3arae, The actualization of these potentialities 

will be treated under personality, If there be a faulty view of person, 

there will be a corresponding lopsided view of character. Hence, our
J*

reason for establishing our concept of person whioh holds true in every 

human individual.

Logically speaking, the question of tho properties or attributes 

of character should ome next) 1. ©,, mutability, order of values, 

ideals, eto. let to more fully understand character Itself, we must 

considei- the method of study, (81)

79) Cf, Allers, Self Improvement, 61
80) Ibid. 51
81) Cf* Dr. Allers* notes
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Sprat, draw any analogy from bo lav. between complicated and simpler 

actions —between reflex actions of the infra-human organisms and human 

notions. This method is not capable of studying voluntary action for 

you can draw no analogy in case of unconditioned reflexes. In the 

lower organism, the stimulus determines the behavior with absolute 

causality, so it is very superficial, to compare that behavior with 

man. A second method of studying character is to try from above—to 

understand simpler actions in man himself, as results of his voluntary 

behavior. Conscious and voluntary behavior is a combination of simple 

elementary reactions, like conditioned and unconditioned reflexes, A 

higher type of human behavior is voluntary behavior and because it is 

such we become aware of the essential features of higher behavior and 

study the lower by subtraction. We thus descend to the lowest levels 

of human behavior. That is our method—conscious behavior at first is 

wholly voluntary end conscious, and only by successively analyzing this 

behavior, can we reaoh certain points left with the behavior features 

to which vre can give a satisfactory interpretation.

Our definition of character gives room for change, be it for 

better or for worse. We oppose the conception of an inborn character 

which ooapels man by fate to take a certain oourse at the outset.

The factors of will and environment play too Important a part in 

character formation to allow such a theory. Wat the individual re* 

ceive6 at birth is the material. Thia must be modified by external

influences, moral conditions, end the example of others. (82)
♦

Evidently then character is not inborn.

(82) Cf. Barrett, op. cit., 220
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The establishment of a single oase of ohange of oheraoter in

validates the theory of the unchangeableness of oh&raoter, Experience 

offers us many oases of ohange of character. A man may reveal the 

fact that his charaotor has undergone a complete change in the course 

of years. This may mean that either two or more ohuraoters have mani

fest themselves successively, or that one and. the same oharaoter has 

undergone a gradual change. Between a sudden change and a gradual 

change of character there is only the difference of rapidity of 

succession. (83) Nevertheless, we must regard man’s life as a whole 

as far as possible, if we are to gage his character. Very often an 

understanding of a new character depends on a knowledge of the original. 

Thus in conversion, it some possible to perceive an entirely new 

charaotor though some elements of the old life remain in the now.

Either these elements are the expression of qualities so deeply rooted 

in man that th^ modify man’s character in its every manifestation! 

or, they cling to the new character in order not to die out. (84)

We oar. oite a few examples of conversion that will bear witness to 

our statement, hhen St. Franoia changed his life, he become in many 

respeots an entirely new person. Vet his desire for song and pootiy 

was so firmly established in the soul of St. Francis that it would not 

disappear. In oontrast to thia oase, we turn to St. Ignatius Loyola, 

In his oase, too, there was en abrupt change. He, too, retained, hin 

his now life, sonothing that had b en a characteristic of the oldj

Cf, Allers, Psychology of Character, 11 
Cf. Ibid, n"*-------- --------------------

SI
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his military spirit. But his militarism was not an integral part of 

his being and it oould have undergone extinction. His life manifests 

many instances in which none of his martial spirit could be detected.

On the other hand, there is no episode in the life of Froaois in whioh 

there are not to be found some traces of the singer and poet. What 

we want to stress here is that a oomplete change of character can 

occur as the result of conversion. (85) If we heve shown that one 

person only has changed hie character, we have proved our point that 

character is mutable. Apart from these two types of changes, there 

remains a third group of phenomena—multiple "personality.*1 Adhering 

to our concepts of personality and character, we should rather say 

’multiple characters.’ In this assay, we do not deny that there are 

many various meanings of personality. For the sake of logical thought, 

wo give a preoise definition which is accepted by Scholastic philoso-' 

phers. Personality, in this essay, means, "the sum total of actual 

features of a person." (86) Kultiple characters occur because the 

abilities of the person or his expressions are thwarted, given the 

wrong direction by some particulro* cause. In double or multiple 

ch&raoter, then there is manifest in the same individual two or more 

apparently distinct series of conscious states. (87) Suoh multi

plicity may be experienced in alternative periods or simultaneously.

We must insist thst the person is essentially immutable. It must bo 

noted that these cases of multiple character are abnormal whereas the

nature of oharaoter must bo determined by a study of the normal indi-♦
vidual,

(85) Cf. Allers, op. oit., 11
(86) Allers, Self Improvement, 53
(87) Cf. L. b. Geddes, ’’Personality," Catholie Encyclopedia, vol. II, 

p. 728
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Likewise it must not be permitted to infer a multiple oharacter even in 

these exceptional oases as long as the phenomena oan be explained as 

the symptom of disease. The oause of many abnormal states is uncertain.

Multiple character would prove striking evidence for the faot that oae 

oan show a multiplicity of characters were it not that this evidence 

is diminished by knowledge of psychotherapy. Pathology offers great 

help to normal psychology by its conclusions derived from observation 

of the normal as well as abnormal. Successful mental treatment by 

psychiatry often results in change of character. Striking differences 

are very often noted when the individual preondes from childhood to

adolescence.

Now the work of pathology gives us support for our distinction 

of person aid character. In general paralysis of insane, a person at 

first appears completely different from what he was in normal timesj • 

the brain may be said to have undergone complete decay, yet after 

reoovery the patients show themselves exactly as they were before,

From this we oonolude that the person, the possessor of character, 

cannot be affected by destructive disease of the brain. Such disease 

only checks the development and means of expression and oannot ohange 

or destroy the "kernel of man’s being.” (88) Indeed there is a ohange 

of character in oases in which mental processes are abnormal, but whioh

do not affect the integrity of the organism. The principle of the 

mutability of character then has been established without doubt. We 

know that an individual is not bound up with a definite character whih 

is permanent in essentials. The faot that there is such a faot as 

multiplicity of oharacter lends great weight to our principle,

(88) Allers, Psychology of Charaoter, 19
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Henoe, we say that man can change his character, We know that we 

need too change of being to change our character. Our opponents,who 

say that character is immutable, do not act according to it. If a man 

were fully convinced of the immutability of character, he would never 

try to influence other people end make them different. The fact that 

mankind has always believed in education which is based on principle 

of mutability of character, makes us suspect that there must be truth 

in it. It seems improbably that an utterly wrong idea would persist 

throughout all the centuries that man has lived. (89)

Evidently then, if character can be changed, it certainly is not 

bestowed; it is not inherited; it does not merely happen. There are 

three factors; viz., birth, environment, and will that notably influence 

the formation of character. Heredity plays a part in character for

mation, for each person must build his ovm character upon the founda-' 

tion of his native endowment. By birth, we inherit the structure of 

our body, nervAus system, capacities for knowledge, feeling, action, (90) 

The native endowment will determine io some extent how the individual

will react to the environment. Everyone has from early infancy a 

predominating disposition and a number of accessory dispositions.

These are called the natural endowment or simply, the temperament of 

the person. (91) For example, some persons have from early childhood 

a predominating mild disposition, others a predominantly earnest dis

position, etc. Henoe, if there would be no other influonoes, they would

have such a character. Anoient philosophers distinguished four classes
*

of temperaments, and thia classification i6 retained to the present day,

(89) Cf. Allers, Self Improvement, 8
(90) Cf. cm. A. Kelly, Educational Psychology, ed. revised, Milwaukee,

Bruce Publishing Co»> 281 lWl
(91) Cf, Hilarion, Duerk, O.F.M,, Catechism of Psychology for Nurses,

Hew York, P, J, Kennedy A Co., 1935, p. 145
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A melaaoholio temperament Is the rather earnest and pensive disposition 

inclined to suspicion and sadnessj the Phlegmatic temperament is the 

mild, easy going, quiet disposition^ the Sanguine temperament is the 

joyful, easily influenced disposition, but rather quickly discouraged! 

the final type, the Cholerio temperament, is the fiery, enduring, 

enthusiastic disposition. (92)

The factors of heredity are important but their influence has to 

be evaluated. It is neoeseary today to show the relative importance of 

heredity because there are those who would contribute character entirely 

to heredity. Certainly one can learn only to the extent that his 

faculties can inform him of things. let what he will learn depends 

upon his will Gnd his environment. (93) Therefore, environment and 

will oannot be negleoted. All hereditary qualities are not apparent 

at birth, what is inherited is the total of potentialities which can 

later manifest themselves. Heredity enables the individual to respond 

to external influences. Although this original endowment is given to 

us independently of our will, we ourselves play an important part in 

the molding of our charaoter. As a result we are responsible for living 

up to moral standards.

Now environment plays a more important role in charaoter than 

does heredity because it provides the opportunity for growth and de

velopment of hereditary capacities. Environment includes all the 

faotors, conditions, and influences which modify the growth and de

velopment. The individual who would realize to the greatest extent 

his potentialities should seek the most favorable environment.

(82) Cf. Duerk, op, cit., 146
(93; Cf. Barrett, Elements of Psychology, 219

J I
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The nost advantageous condition for development of Intellectual capa

cities is supplied by environment. It isust be stressed that environment 

factors cannot oondition a ohange of innate faculties nor can they 

influence the constitution of the organism. Sinoe character is change

able, it cannot be considered as the result of heredity, Many oon- 

sidex' human nature as if it were subject to laws of heredity or environ

ment in a merely mechanical fashion. They neglect the fact that an 

is free and capable of choosing for himsoif. There is a special reason 

v/hy this latter theory of character hs been mot with such great approval. 

This idea that character is determined by imrutable laws of heredity 

supplies on excuse for not attempting any change.

That man has free v/ill need not be proved hers. If heredity 

bestws the capacity while environment provides the opportunity, it 

is the will that realizes the inherited capacities and utilizes the 

environmental oppojfcur.it ies. The person is the epitvuxe of rational

ity. Metaphysically spoaking, if a character is really going to de

velop, it must be in a connatural way. Therefore, the will is most 

important for freedom flows from rationality. Mil lies so deeply- 

rooted in the moral life of man that without it, character would be 

non-existentj the will improves or rejects what environment presents.

By the faculty of will non can direct cad restrain thought, action, 

emotion. Because the will extends to all the faculties of man, it is 

the controlling factor in the direction of conduct.

oppojfcur.it


This is the work of self-tllsoiplino which lice before 
every man who through carelessness, self-lndulgonoe^or sin 
hts lost in any degree the power of self-oosnond. His facul
ties have got out of control and wandered after their own 
fanciesj they must learn that they can only be of service 
in the kingdo of the soul as they obey the sovereign author
ity of the vdlljOnd co-operate with all the other powers for 
its well-being. But he must let these undisciplied facul
ties kaw that they have their plaoe and their work, and 
when they have learnt control they will do better work and 
have a deeper satisfaction in it and a larger freedom than 
they ever had in the days of their wildest license. (94)

Thus whatever the birth or environment may be, it is the will that 

molds the character. "In tho choice processes a man reveals himself 

eoopletely. Choice implies acting on motives, and nothing gives a 

deeper insight into man’s nature^, then the knowledge of his motives 

for they show us .’aether einse of duty or hedonic attraction plays 

the chief part in his life.** (95)

In turn, therefore, beoause character is a principle of aotion, 

and because a being alwayo seeks a good,—in this case the will seeks 

the good—then the whiner in which the individual appreciates values, 

ideals, and a n.l principles determines his character. In Kan, the 

end is intellectually known; the will is attracted to tho good end 

seta the various faculties in motion toward the active roseo eioa of 

that good.

As a matter of faotjthe values that the human being 
may convert into motives of conduct arc almost infinitely 
varied and they are not all of equal dignity. Hence,there 
is need for some kind of hiortroby among them. Sensory 
values, s’tch as the more dosire for pleasure, the craving 
for food and drink and sox gratification have a place as 
motives of huium behavior, but if these Ion ings become 
dominant feroes in a man’s iiio^ they cause him to sink 
down toward the level of tho brute with whom he shares 
them. If such impulses are not to disgrace him, they must 
be regulated and controlled by his rational will. (96)

(94) B. W. Jfaturin, Sell" bnowloc, e .elf Discipline, London, Lengncna, 
Croon & Co., 1910°, p. 6

(95) E. Boyd Barrett, quoted by J. P. Bsarott, op, oit.,
(96) Raphael KoCarthy, c\s.J,, Training the Adolescent, Kilw&ukee, Bruce 

Publishing Co., 1939, p. 70
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Man must make thoroughly reasoned judgments in order to sot up a 

standard for directing his actions. By applying these reasoned 

principles constantly and habitually, human conduct is given consis

tency, Because man is a rational being, he is subject to the moral 

law. From the moral law certain principles are deduced. These moral 

principles become standards for directing man’s conduot. In a de

veloped character, therefore, life is dominated by principles as 

distinguished from life dominated by mere impulse. (97)

Consequently, every action, every feeling, every thought, con

tributes to character for good or for evil. Immediately we see the 

importance of ideals. Ideals are described "as those pictures 

fashioned by man of what he should be and how he°eftettl4 act." To (98) 

stimulate the growth and development of character, a knowledge of true 

and worthy ideals is necessary. Ideals must be the controlling motives 

for acting, Ideals are necessary In order that the individual may

properly classify and use values for his conduct, A value does not
♦

owe its validity to the fact that pleasure Is associated with it. 

Pleasure is a by-product of doing one’s duty, not the purpose of our 

action. Thus the importance of ideals cannot bo underestimated. Ideals 

must be fostered so that habits will be organized in relation t them.

For the development of a strong character, it is essential to ostablish 

firm, well-organ!ltd habits. Habits are the result of choice. Because

the will chooses only what is good, and can be moved only by all that
*

appears to it as of value, proper ideals must be had so that habits oan
♦

be deliberately acquired as a result of ohoioe.

Cf. Kelly. Education of Psychology. S79 
Aiders, PaycftO'logy
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Persons of good character possess a number of wll-orgenizod habits 

which help to fulfill their purpose in life. Tet life is more than 

habit, iVe must adhere to our organic conception of man, for men is 

not all will nor all intelleot. Back of racny activities of man are 

feelings and emotions* All thinking and all acting are colored by 

feelings and emotions. These emotions must be developed harmoniously, 

Esaotions should be directed into constructive activity. So If-control 

may be described as the control of the emotions by the will, (99)

"The exercise of will power should culminate in self-control, since 

nothing is nearer to us than tills gem of the soul. *t is the ener y 

of the soul which we must apply to ourself in order to live according 

to right reason and aa irreproachable conscience." (100) »«e must
•’.i;

act from thought, from principles, from purposes rather than from 

impulses. It is only the will that can make man center his attention • 

on acts and principles. Thue he who has contracted the proper us® 

of self-control finds dally life not too difficult. Though self-control 

is severely tried at times, new advantages can be gained for future

actions, "“'"t*■ . ...
Summarizing, we may say that the development of character depend® 

on various factors. There are ole:;.ante in Chine ter that are both aoa~

stoat and inconstant, Some elements must be constant because of in- 

herited tendencies while others are inconstant because they are do-

rived from environment and personal self-discipline, (101)
■ ■ ■ ■ -

(99) Cf. Kelly, op. oit., 291
(100) Duerk, Catechism of Psychology for hursos, 133
(101) Cf, Liiohool :i.hor, "iharootor, ” Catholic Encyclopedia, Vol, III, 

p. 585
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In short, all throe basic factors—birth, environment, will—must be 

considered in analyzing character. To stress one to the exclusion of 

the other is unscientific and indicative of viewing man not in his 

full comprehension, Any analysis must take a comprehensive viewpoint,

for man is not all will nor all Intellect nor all emotions, he have

borne this fact in mind throughout, "Since knowledge is composed of

intellectual habits, and habits are elements ofAcharacter, it would

seem that a perfectly integrated character, one that is not divided

up into ’scientific selves, ’ mutually exclusive, oan be attained only

by^a philosophy of life^.... (102) Our justification for the two

concepts of person and ohar&oter is now clear, Allers sums up the

matter by stating* "Character represents a fundamentally variable 
a.

•something’ common to the actions and behavior-pattern of^men, soxae- 
o-

thing that must be regarded as an added property of^person rather then 

a something oongenital, simple, and unchangeable." (103)

The question may have occurred to the reader whether or not there 

oan be a science of character. Science moans not only knowledge but 

a special field of knowledge. Science has been defined as knowledge 

through onuses oT reasons. This is the fundamental meaning of the 

term. Now a science is any defined branch of knowledge* We might 

have a true science of hunon nature, but not exact* It is impossible 

to form general rules in character study. Science is based on general 

laws.

(102) la, H. »ajier. The Philosophy of Teaching of,St, Stomas Aquinas, 
Bruce Publishing Co,, 1929, p, 132

(103) Allers, op, oit,, 20
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Character study is always the study of the individual character. In 

character delineation up to a certain ;Aint, we make use of general 

laws, (104) The laws such a scienoe oould formulate oould be only 

approximate generalisations expressive of tendencies. (105) For 

Aristotle, w» know there la no science, save that of the universal. 

"When St. Thomas^says that there is no science of the particular, 

he does not mean, as Aristotle does, that in itself the particular is 

not a possible object of science, but that it is not so for us." (10G) 

In itself, and absolutely, a science of the particular is possible, 

sinoe God in fact possesses it. To the extent that there exists 

universal laws for character formation, w may suggest a science of 

character. A true science of character would have to predict character 

which is difficult because of the factor of free will. In short, if 

we should prescind from the universal, andaty that there exists but 

one individual character--we would use the term science of character,

(104) Cf. Dr. Allers* notes, 10
(105) dfiISahor, op. oit., 586
(106) Gilson, Tho Spirit of Medieval Philosophy, 464

*
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CHAPTER III

Personality

Just as ©very huiatoi being is a person in possession of a definite 

character, so too is every human being a personality, and the rational 

being is again unique because of personality. A stone exists but has 

no personality! an animal has feeling, but no one speaks of animal 

personality. Personality is attributed only to a living, feeling, 

intellectually knowing substaaoe that is responsible for its acts. 

Personality will mean that one has lived himself into the realization 

of his own noble self, the worth which is his own personal reproduo- - 

tion of his own personal likeness to his own personal ideal. (107)

In the present study, we use the term personality in one of its 

philosophical meanings. It does not suggest,, as it does in much 

popular writing and discussion, a kind of impressiveness, a power 

to influence others. And philosophically speaking, we find different 

meanings attached to the term, and this even in Scholastic philoso

phy. ^noe, we find personality sometimes used to denote the abstract 

notion of person. Then, too, some consider the term as quite synony

mous with character. Without quarreling with acceptations of the term, 

we shall follow that group of neo-boholastic philosophers who con

ceive of personality as something quite distinct from either person

or oharaotor,

(107) Cf. J. P. Kbell, Readings in Ethics, Chicago, Loyola University 
Press, 1926, p. 292 "
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Among these Soholastios are Rudolf Allers, Father Janes, and Father

Raphael KoCarthy,

The term personality nans being person just as honosty moans

being honest. Hence, human personality means "manifesting one’s
O.'rA-

solf through thought, word,^deed, and in fact in every possible human 

activity, in accordance with one’s powers, capacities, and development.w (108) 

Personality is a quality attaching to a being in virtue of the fact that 

the being is a person, and has attained to a certain development. It 

is the center from which all notions radiate, the instrumental outfit, 

as it were, through which men acts. ^Father Raphael IbSarthy etates-i 

''’Viewed psychologically the word personality does, indeed, express

the qualities by which people differ, but it embraces, also, those in 

v/hioh thoy agree. I«hen taken in this sense personality consists of 

the sura total of all tho natural and acquired traits that an Individual 

possesses... Briefly the personality embodies all the factors which 

a man externalizes in his behavior and thus makes manifest to others.’’*' (109) 

Accordingly, personality is the name we give to the sura total of actual 

features of a person. (110)

Many misocaaoeptlons of personality have arisen among modern 

psychologists and non-Soholastio philosophers. It is, for example, 

suggested that personality is a kind of abstract essence which can be 

imprisoned in a formula, "Personality is no such thing. It is embodied 

in a concrete, living individual^and strictly speaking there is no

(108) Kelly, Educational Psyohology, 280
(109) Safeguardlng^.'o'ntul Ileal th,lnlY/aukee, The Bruce Publishing So.,

(110) Of. Allers, Self-Improvement, 53
(111) Fr, James, oap. Christian Philosophy, Hendon, Bums, Oates, 

and <«ushbourne, LTD.,*T*TSo57'p• "1
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The sine qua non of personality is person. Any achievement of 

personality must posit person as a first perfection. Nov.-, the Form, 

the soul, the spirit is the root of person. "Being more perfect than 

the lower forms, man cannot come nor develop from them; for the more 

perfect cannot come from the less perfect. (112) ^hus in nun’s 

personality there are the formal and material constituents! namely, 

body and soul," Spirit imparts to man that abundance of life in virtue 

of which he can become all things and yet remain self-possessed. Ihe 

body, as a material constituent of human personality is for the spirt 

and takes its meaning from the spirit as the organ of its life,** (113) 

In a word the body belongs to personality because the spirit, which 

animates, lays hold upon it as its own, Without spirit, man would 

be merely a thing among other things, and while we do not identify 

personality with spirit alone, we do maintain that the spiritual is 

one of the ultimate conditions of human personality. Without spirit 

thero could be no self-possession and autonomy,

Needless to say, we are outlining the development of a worthy 

personality only. We are aware of the fact that a personality can 

develop, in view of noting on wrong principles. Now the person does 

not become richer in qualities nor poorer. The qualities given 

originally my stay on in the state of potentiality, or they may become 

actualized and real. Kan has not a personality given to himj it is not 

bestowed, but must be developed.

(112) Fulton J. Shoon, God & Intelligence, London, Longmans. Green & 
Co., 1925, p. 107

(113) ^ James, op, cit., 161

*
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Bren in the adult stage there are still many features not yet realized. 

Human experience tolls us that many older people could quite easily 

le&rn a new thing were they not handicapped by the conviction that 

they will never be oapable of such an achievement. The sum total of 

tho aotual qualities is probably never equal to the totality of those 

which could become actual. Certainly, personality can undergo many 

ohangesj it develops during childhood, it shrinks in old age or in 

disease. After maturity has been reached, personality does not change 

very much in average oases, but this does not amount to saying that 

change is impossible. Thus each individual feels the necessity of 

offering himself in a position with regard to the world. In assuming 

this attitude, it is taken for granted that the person uses the powers 

of his mind in arriving at a true sense of values. *‘here is the 

responsibility of acting on one’s own and accepting the oonsequences. '

Following this trend, we see that personality is no mere auto

matic development. Han possesses faculties. These powers of action 

in a person we oall faculties. Faculties are capacities for de

velopment, for they are oapable of improvement. These faculties 

explain the possibility of developing worth-while habits. Because 

man’s distinctive faculties aro spiritual, they are indefinitely 

perfectible. xt is evident, then, why^ James statesi "There is not
v» '

only the natural growth of the individual, but the higher personal 

development." (114) If the development follows the direction of the 

material, man will be carried into the direction of the hateful Ego, 

he will be enslaved to the material! if he follows the direction of 

the spiritual, then he will advance in the right direction for the spirit 

will dominate the passions and the senses. (115)

(114) James, op. cit., 163
(115) CHAllers, op. cit., 52
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Clearly, then, potentialities must be actualized in their proper 

order if there is to be a completely rounded personality. The actual

ization of potentialities depends on several factors. Some are inherent 

in the individual! others are extraneous to him. To the first group 

belong the "laws of natural development," according to which cortain 

features appear at a certain age, for instance, sexual maturity.

The second group of factors comprises all the environmental influences 

actualizing the potentialities. (116) Physically, man is subject to 

all laws of growth and development that govern life processes in 

general. Environment cannot produce anything new? it can only develop 

into real existence what already existed potentially. For example, 

the faculty of speech is an essential feature of human nature. It

can only become actual by the environmental influence of speaking
s

people. In order to understand the ripeness of maturity, one must 

meet openly a progressive spiritualization. .Man develops by contact 

with society. It is essential for personality to tend towards communion, 

for personal life is not only the life lived in solitude but also a 

life of relations with people. (117) ^hs only reason why the state 

has care of the common good is because it realizes that social order 

v/hich will best favor man’e personal development. As a rational ani

mal, man is open to communications of knowledge and of love,

(116) Cf. Jacques Karit&in, Scholasticism k Politics, 65
(117) Cf, James, op, cit», 163
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Hence, man needs society to attain his full life and achievement. (118) 

Man’s needs can be best furnished by society, lien is subject to 

realities other than himself as the specifying objects of his know

ledge and willj he is subjeot to laws he has not made. Then, too, 

the natural law is an Indispensable moans for developing personality.

As an animal, man is bound by nature to the conservation of the species 

and hence some potentialities are actualized through unionj as a rational 

animal, man is inclined to know truth and to live a social life.

Logically following, there are certain linos along which the 

achievement of personality must take place. Since person is a rational 

supposit, the capacity for thought is man’s highest privilege. (119)

In furthering the interests of his achievement, thought is man’s first 

duty. Any piece of workmanship evidences thoughtful planning behind 

it. So also can life be an achievement of personality only if it be • 

constructive, only if there be planning. We oan so© how important 

thought is by observing the close connection between thought and life, 

y&n is the originator of thought but his thoughts end up by fashioning 

him. By failure to use purposeful thinking, man degrades his position 

to that of an animal. "Abstraction,from the ontological point of view, 

is not a development from a lower form in response to^needs. It is 

not our nearness to the beast which makes it neoessaryj it is our dis

tance from God. Knowledge is not a push from below, but a gift from 

above," (120) Thought is absolutely necessary.

(118) Cf. Britain, op. cit,, 65
(119) Cf, James, Christian Philosophy, 165
(120) Sheen, op, cit., 107

*
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Yet we can not negleot the importance of the will. It is the 

will that efficiently laovos the intellect. The will does not rack® the 

intellect know, but it can make the intellect turn its attention to 

this or that duty. The will con withdraw the intellect from an object 

that engages its attention, cad fix It upon another object. The will 

must be trained so that man will mange his life on an intellectual 

basis. After thought man’s duty is tho directing of his capacities 

toward a system of order in his life. "Order is defined as a fit 

arrangement of a plurality of things in view of some end to be served 

or attained.” (121) Thus order is essentially a good arrangement! a 

right balance or fitting together of elements of a reality. That order 

in life must be such that every clement of man’s life will be perfectly 

in accord with the whole. Hlghtly understood, the ordering of the 

personality is the directing of the spirit to the proper end. Father' 

James referring to St. Thoms states s "Order is unthinkable without 

discipline. Discipline consists in integrations of simple capacities 

trained together to act harmoniously for a single end." (122)

In simple terms, discipline is a spiritual exercise in pursuit of 

virtue. In turn, the third condition of aahievement is asoetioissa or 

discipline solf-iaposod. Asceticism postulates on attachment to true 

personal values, alien suoh asceticism is at its highest, there is a 

maximum of freedom. In last analysis all real discipline which is not 

merely extornal but internal is liberalising, it frees the soul from 

the domination of passion and vice. Thus the two concepts are com

plimentary. (123) Freedom, then, is a condition of the achievement 

of personality.

(121) Glenn, Cosmology, 306
(122) James, op. oit7» 167
(123) Cf. DoHovre, Catholiolsm in Education, 243
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The highest type of freedom, the only freedom worthy of man is moral 

freedom. Suoh freedom can only be achieved when a person so orientated 

toward the good that evil does not entice him. It is only then that 

the man is free. Because man must complete by his will what is sketched 

in his nature, he must become what he isj in the moral order h® must 

win his freedom. (124)

Rightly, then, to aohieve personality* man must set himself to 

to the task of freedom. To accomplish this, men must take store of his 

natural makeup. To that end, he must know and have the desire to act 

on his knowledges he must organize his emotional life. The degree 

to which his instincts and emotions are so organized will be the measure 

of his achievement. Briefly, unity of life is governed by unity of 

purpose because purposo is the soul of action. The type of personality 

achieved will depend on the end so chosen. For true effectiveness the 

achievement of personality lies in patterning and directing human capa

cities to ideals.

We must note that the full perfection of one individual is not 

the same as that of another. "So one Individual contains in itself 

all the capacities and properties of its species,” (125) The term 

perfection when used with personality must be used in its widest sense. 

Perfection moans not only moral perfection but all kinds of actualized 

potentialities. All potentialities undeveloped in the huaen personality 

are imperfect. Now it is not possible to develop all potentialities 

because the neoessary conditions of actualization are not given to allj 

because the limit of human nature would not allow the actualization of 

all potentialities, for there is the danger of their disturbing one another.

(124) Cf. Hhritain, op. oit., 1C9
(125) Herbert Dons, IZeaning of ^ferriage, trans., Sayer, New 'fork, Shoed 

& Tiard, 1939, p'.'"TS
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The actualization of our potentialities is brought about in two 

wayss firstly, more or less passively through organic or environmental 

influences, and secondly, through our own willful activity. Perfection 

is possible only if the individual has a true sense of what perfection 

means, if he knows what is his aim. After all every perfect thing de

pends on the will and is impossible without corresponding knowledge 

and we dare not forget the axiom: nil volitum quin praeoognitum. ’

In short the perfection of personality will be the perfection of the 

command of action} of bringing the whole man under the sway of reason, 

of extending those controlled acts that alone are human to every de

partment of man’s activity. (126)

We began by pointing out that our study of personality was a 

philosophical one. Let us conclue by mentioning explicitly something 

implied throughout our discussion. It is impossible to talk intelli

gently of personality unless Ideal Personality somewhere exists, There 

can be no ideal for each human individual, unless there is an ideal for 

all. It follows, then, that there must be a Perfect Personality which

is the archetype of all human beings. Take God away and you bespoil
‘ ■'*»£man of his rights} you leave man the product of blind evolutions you 

make man a mere animal capable only of conforming to law by natural 

impulse. The perfection of personality makes a person not relative to 

anything on its levels it is an absolute. "Its magnificence is so 

great that it has merely to realize itself, to be Itself, to fulfill the 

claims of reality upon it,” (127)

(126) Cf, Walter Farrell, 0. P., A Qompanlon to the Summa, Vol, II,
New York, Sheed & Ward, 1938, p.' wTd'

(127) Jarnos, op. cit,, 162
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By reason alone wo a one to the conclusion that God is a Personal Being— 

totally self-possessed. "It is a demonstrable truth that ma cannot 

cone to the full and practised use of his faculties without recognising 

the existence of God." (128) IS© note that the aims of a developed 

personality is pure perfection. But since all pure perfection, in a 

transcendent way, must be attributed to God, we have the great ideal of

Personality, the ultimate perfection of God to guide the development 

of our own personality.

(128) Paul J. Glenn, Theodicy, St, i-ouis, B. Herder Book Co., 1939, 
p. 237
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CONCLUSION

Wo have seen that three words are used promiscuously in common 

language© which must be kept apart in philosophy. The terms person, 

character and personality have been oarefully considered.

V.'e call person the root source of all his qualities and properties 

whether actualized or in state of potentiality. No new quality is 

added to the original endovr-ment in later years. He is the same in all 

moments of life—in infancy as in old age. Nothing essential is ever 

ohanged. We know person through his properties and accidents.

By studying his constant mode of activity, we oonceive his charac

ter. We do not rely only on what a person tells us, Notions reveal 

character! actions supply better information about a character than 

words. Charaoter is nothing else but this general rule oF principle 

of behavior, This principle is based on the idea one has of values— 

the common principle underlying a man’s actions, which principle refers 

to values. In all one’s actions or words, human charaoter will show.

Some forms of human activity reveal much! others, little, ^et per

sonality is the same, Individual has only one character, so we 

measure such by his behavior on all occasions for it diotatee all his 

actions. The values realized are of different kinds, but the character 

is the same. Only one thing is common—the general formal rule according 

to which an individual chooses or declines values, the way in whieh in

dividual conceives orders of value.

*
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Because of thia, therefore, the character can he changed. She 

individual may get another idea of what is good or bad} he may 

conceive a new idea of values and change his behavior entirely. 

Character is not, therefore, immutable.

Finally, personality is constituted of Ute sun total of all the 

properties which have became actualized in the person. What has beoorae 

aotual onoe may be hindered but the qualities are still there. Per

sonality comprises all that is actual in the hunon person. It may 

ohange only in the sense of increase or decrease.

We may state the relation between the throe terms in a single 

sentence* " A person acts by the means of his personality according 

to his character." (129)

(129) fillers, Self-Improvement, 64

*
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